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Analyses of events with large unbalanced transverse energy from the 1987 and 1988-89 CDF data
runs have set limits on the masses of supersymmetric squarks and gluinos. In a simple model
with a stable photino as the lightest supersymmetric particle, the 1987 data with an integrated
luminosity of 25-3 nb'T have excluded at the 90J CL, squarks of mass less than 73 GeV/c and
gluinos of mass less than 74 GeV/c . Preliminary results from an analysis of 1 pb"1 of data
from the current 1988-89 run imply that the existence of a squark of mass less than 150 GeV/c
is unlikely.

1. INTRODUCTION

Selection of events with large unbalanced

(missing) transverse energy, ET, has become a

standard technique in the analysis of hadron

collider data. Large £T is a characteristic of

the Stand? d Model production of W bosons and

their decay via W •» e + ve, and can also signal

production of new particles such as supersymme-

tric (SUSY) squarks or gluinos. While the pre-

sence of an electron back-to-back with large E T

in an event is a likely indicator of W boson

production, squark or gluino production is

expected to result in events with one or more

jets accompanied by E.]. carried off by an

undetected photino. This scenario arises in a

simple SUSY model in which squarks and gluinos

decay to quarks, gluons, and a light, stable

photino.

We assume the above simple model for SUSY in

this paper and discuss the limits placed on

squark and gluino masses from the analysis of

the &]. data sample from the 1987 CDF run repre-

senting 25.3 nb of integrated luminosity. The

1988-89 CDF run has collected 3.44 pb"1 of inte-

grated luminosity to date and we present preli-

minary results on the search for SUSY particles

based on an analysis of a 1 pb"1 subsample of

the data.

Results of W and Z production as well as a

search for the top quark based on the 1988-89

CDF run data are presented elsewhere in these

proceedings. The reader is referred to this

paper for a discussion of the 1988-89 Tevatron

run and a summary description of the CDF

detector.

2. SQUARK AND GLUINO MASS LIMITS FROM THE 1987

CDF RUN

2.1. Sources of Large ET Events

Events with large E-j- are classified as to

whether or not they contain an isolated electron
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candidate. The 1987 electron plus ET sample

formed the basis for the measurement of o " B(W

- e + v e). Those events net selected as having

an electron candidate were analyzed for the pos-

sible presence of SUSY particle production. A

number of known processes contribute to this

sample and constitute a background to any pos-

sible SUSY signal. These include spurious

sources of E T such as events in which energetic

particles produced in the proton-antiproton col-

lision enter cracks in the detector, events in

which the calorimeter energy measurement fluc-

tuates from the average response due to finite

resolution of the detector, beam-gas interaction

events in random coincidence with real pp

events, and cosmic ray showers superimposed on

beam-beam interactions. Such events can be

identified and eliminated from further analysis

by a combination of event selection cuts and

visual scanning. In addition, there are known

physics processes that are sources of events

that produce real ET. These include unidenti-

fied W •+ eve or pvy events, W * T«T, Z° ->• \>v,

and heavy quark decays that produce high ET

neutrinos. Selection criteria cannot be

devised, in general, that distinguish all such

events from SUSY production. For the analysis

of the 1987 data, the expected numbers of events

from these sources were estimated from Monte

Carlo studies.

2.2. Event Selection for the SUSY Analysis

Events passing either of two online triggers

sensitive to large Ef were selected for the SUSY

analysis. One trigger required a single

electromagnetic tower with £y > 15 GeV and the

second required a total sum Ej. > 45 GeV. The

offline selection was performed using the

following criteria:

• Zj > 25 GeV,

• Highest Ej. cluster be located in the cen-

tral region of pseudorapidity, |n|, < 1.0

and cluster Ej. > 15 GeV.

• E]-//J:ET > 2.8, where rET is over only the

central and plug calorimeters. This

eliminated events whose eT arose from mea-

surement fluctuations.

• No cluster within 30° of back-to-back with

the highest ET cluster. This cut

eliminated mismeasured dijet events.

• Less than 3 GeV of transverse energy in

the central hadron calorimeters out of

time with the beam-beam crossing. A 20 ns

time gate centered on the beam crossing

was used. This reduced contamination from

events containing a cosmic ray shower.

• The highest Ep cluster was required to

have an electromagnetic to total cluster

energy fraction in the range 0.2 - 0.9.

This cut discriminates against W -» eve

events.

• The sum of pT from tracks associated with

the highest Ej. cluster was required to be

greater than 20J of the Ep measured by the

calorimeter. This also helped eliminate

cosmic ray events as they generally do not

have tracks from the event vertex associa-

ted with the cosmic ray shower.

• The Ey was corrected for the E^ carried by

muons (which are minimum ionizing in the

calorimetry) and the ET > 25 GeV cut was

reimposed.

Nine events remain in the sample after impo-

sition of the above selection criteria. Of

these, only two events have E<j. > 30 GeV and none

have E T > fQ GeV. Events from known background

sources were generated using the ISAJET Monte

Carlo and processed through a CDF detector

simulation package. For the cuts listed above
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and E T > 30 GeV (> 40 GeV), the simulation pre-

dicts 0.9 (0.2) events from W » TV T, 0.4 (0.2)

events from high p T Z + vv, and 0.2 (0) events

from heavy quark decays. Thus, the surviving

large Z T events in the experimental data are

accounted for by Standard Model processes.

To estimate the expected numbers of events

from production and decay of squarks or gluinos,

the ISAJET Monte Carlo was used to generate

samples of events for various squark and gluino

mass hypotheses. These events were processed

through the CDF detector simulation routine and

the resulting event data was subjected to the

selection cuts given above. The systematic

error on the numbers of expected events due to

uncertainties in the theoretical cross section,

the jet energy response in the detector, and the

integrated luminosity is estimated to be ± 35?.

Assuming Poisson statistics on the number of

observed events and a Normal distribution for

the number of expected events (with the variance

arising from the systematic error), a 90? CL

limit curve was derived as a function of m
g

and m_ and is shown in Fig. 1. The figure

indicates that at the 90? CL, m_ < 73 GeV is
g

excluded independent of m , and m < 74 GeV is

excluded independent of m_. These results are

discussed in more detail m Ref. 3.

3. SUSY LIMITS FROM 1988-89 CDF DATA

3.1. Missing E T Sample Selection

For the 1988-89 CDF data run an explicit

missing Ej trigger has been constructed. The •

trigger requires the magnitude of the total Ej.

vector to be greater than 25 GeV and the pre-

sence of one or more calorimeter energy clusters

with the highest Ej cluster in the central or

plug calorimeter. The trigger was determined to

be efficient for jet events with E T > 40 GeV.

We have, therefore, selected only events with Ej.

> 40 GeV for further analysis. In addition, the

following selection criteria have been imposed.
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FIGURE 1
The 90? CL lower limit curves for m and m

1 q 2
for the 1987 CDF 25.3 nb~' integrated lumino-
sity data sample. The curves at low m , m

q g
masses indicate where the CDF acceptance reaches
0.1?. The dashed curve is the lower limit
established by the UA1 experiment.

• Two or more energy clusters each with &j. >

15 GeV, |n| < 3.5, and eleetroraagnetie-to-

total energy fraction in the range 0.05 -

0.9.

• One of the clusters was required to be in

the central calorimeter and have the sum

of p.j from tracks associated with the

cluster greater than 20? of the Ej. mea-

sured by the calorimeter.

• &,./ /il^ > 2.8.
• No cluster with Ej. > 5 GeV within 30° of

back-to-back with the highest E T cluster.

• Less than 6 GeV transverse energy out of

time with the beam-beam crossing.

• No cluster with E T > 15 GeV and electro-

magnetic-to-total energy fraction greater

than 90?.

• Observed longitudinal energy less than 400

CeV. This cut reduces background from

eyents with a beam-gas interaction in

random coincidence with a proton-

antiproton interaction.
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• |zverfcex] < 60 cm. Beyond this point

along the beam, particles are able to

escape the detector without encountering

either inert or instrumented material.

Data from 1 pb"1 of integrated luminosity

have been analyzed applying the above cuts.

Events passing the cuts were visually scanned to

eliminate those with multiple beam-beam inter-

actions, those with an overlapping beam-gas

event undetected by the above criteria, and

those in which the E^ was due to a high Pj. muon

detected as minimum ionizing in the calorimetry.

The E T distribution for the 36 events remaining

after the cuts and scanning is shown in Fig. 2.

The background from known physics processes has

been estimated by a combination of Monte Carlo

and experimental data studies. We briefly

summarize the techniques used to estimate each

background and list in Table 1 the number of

events expected from each source.
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FIGURE 2

Missing transverse energy distribution for SUSY
event candidates identified in a subsatnple of
data from the 1986-39 CDF run. The selection
criteria used in the analysis is described in
the text.

Table 1: Expected number of observed large E^. events from known processes.

Process

Heavy quark decay

W -• ev e

W - VV)J
W •• TVT

z ->•%>•?

TOTAL Background

Experimentally Observed

Zj > 40 GeV

9 ± 4

5 ± 3

5 ± 2

8 ± 4

7 ± 4

34 ± 8

36

ET >60 GeV

3 ± 1.4

1.3 ± 1

0

0

4 ± 3

8 ± 3

5

1. The number of events with large Ej from

heavy quark decays was estimated by

simulations with the ISAJET Monte Carlo.

2. A visual scan of the 36 events indicated

three likely W * eve candidates. This

number is corrected up for the electron

selection efficiency.

3. Extrapolation from the number of W -*• yv

events found in the accepted event visual

scan was used to predict the number of

such events remaining in which the muon

went undetected.

4. To estimate the background from W •» T V T

events, a sample of W •• eve events was
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seleoted, the electron was replaced by a

Monte Carlo generated T lepton cluster,

the events were subjected to the selection

criteria, and the number of passing events

was corrected for the electron acceptance

of the original W •» eve sample.

5. The Z - v\j contamination jas estimated by

removing the electrons from a sample of Z

• e+e~ events, applying the selection

criteria, and correcting the number of

passing events for the ratio of Z •* v\i to

2 * e+e".

Table 1 indicates that, as is the case for the

1987 data, the source of high &j. events from the

current run is consistent being solely from

known processes. Samples of events with varying

squark and gluino mass combinations have again

been generated with the ISAJET Monte Carlo, pro-

cessed through the detector simulation, and sub-

jected to the selection criteria. The present

analysis is not useful for ths case of m > m

because the sequential decay of squark to gluino

to photino- generally causes the event to fail

the Ej. > 40 GeV cut. Since the analysis is

still in the preliminary stage, we do not quote

a statistical limit on the squark mass. How-

ever, based on the Monte Carlo studies to date,

a squark with mass less than - 150 GeV/c^ is

unlikely as long as m < ra .
Q I

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

Analysis of large Ê . events from the 25.3

nb"1 integrated luminosity data sample from the

1987 CDF run has ruled out at the 90? CL limit a

squark with mass less than 73 GeV/c^ and a

gluino with mass less than 74 GeV/e2. This

analysis is dependent on a simple SUS¥ model

with the lightest supersymmetric particle being

a stable photino. A preliminary analysis of 1

pb~1 of data from the 1988-89 run finds 36 large

Ep events surviving selection cuts and visual

scanning. This number is consistent with expec-

tations from known sources which predict 31 - 8

events. The implication of this analysis is

that existence of a squark with mass less than

about - 150 GeV/c2 is unlikely.

An integrated luminosity of close to 5 pb"^

is expected by the end of the current CDF run in

June, 1989. This along with analyses of the one

jet decay channel and other more complicated

decay schemes will push our sensitivity to even

higher SUSY masses in the near future.
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